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摘  要 
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This description of Daur language is based on the data collected in my 
fieldwork by using traditional linguistic descriptive methodology. Daur language is 
in endanger, as it has been passed down only by spoken languages without recorded 
characters. Butha dialect is spoken by the largest amount of people, and Nawen 
vernacular is a representative tongue of Butha dialect. 
The objective of this thesis is Nawen vernacular. We are aiming at giving a 
thorough description of Nawen vernacular on the aspects of phonetics, words and 
grammar, based on which a further analysis is provided as well. 
Our fieldwork was conducted in a village which is characteristic of vivid Daur 
features. The speakers we chose for the present research are all over 60 years old, 
thus can provide reliable data of Daur language in order to support our analysis. 
Chapter One is introduction. The significance of this research, objectives, 
methodology as well as a literature review is provided in this chapter. Finally, 
relevant information of speakers and dialectal point are given. 
Chapter Two aims at giving a description of Nawen phonetics. The features of 
vowels, vowel complex, consonants, consonant complex, stress and syllable 
structures are analyzed in this section. Two special phenomenon are also examined 
in this chapter, which include labialization and palatalization of consonants. 
Chapter Three gives a description of Nawen words. As an agglutinative 
language, Daur language exhibits vividly on this aspect. The origins of Nawen words, 
the features of words, word structures are examined in this Chapter. Specific 
attention is given to the derivational process of Nawen words. 
Chapter Four gives a description of Nawen grammar, which includes word 
categories, immediate constituents in clauses, sentence types, hierarchies. Verbs 















some special generic phenomenon observed during this fieldwork, for which some 
discussion is also directed. 
Appendices show the words and sentences we investigated in this research. 
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达斡尔族是历时悠久而古老的北方民族，从公元前 770 年至公元前 475 年
的春秋时代到公元前 206 年至 220 年的汉代，其先民契丹与达斡尔属于同一民
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